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Abstract 
This paper provides some suggestions and creative solution aiming at the 
problem that people lack consideration of the quality of the overall natural 
environment and forget the humanistic landscape at our contemporary Chinese 
landscape study. It is based on my knowledge of the landscape and raises three 
parallel landscape states on the time vertical axis, which are ancient garden landscape, 
cases of contemporary landscape planning and the concept contest of landscape 
environment. What’s more, the constituents of the "wisdom gene" is also abstracted 
and compared, which form the primary idea of the "overall wisdom" in landscape. 
Through the comparison of the three states, as for the tendency, we can see that 
the ancient garden is slow-paced and closely connected with the development of the 
ideology at different historical time. It is influenced by the long history of our culture 
and is more of macroscopical and leading wisdom. The contemporary landscape 
project is a fast work flow and more of microcosmic and consecutive wisdom. And 
the contest with the theme of landscape environment is a spurt of inspiration and the 
pursuing wisdom between macroscopical and microcosmic. As for the way of 
expression, ancient garden shows the transition from simplicity to naturalness, has the 
conception of "mind". The contemporary landscape project is presented through 
analysis, coordination and the exhibition of details. And the contest with the theme of 
landscape environment is embodied by the occasional breakthrough of the mental 
spring. The latter two states are the efficientized products of the landscape today. 
As both of the two comparing methods are the comprehensive statements of the 
dissimilar "wisdom gene", we can have the suggestion and conclusion that just 
because of  the predecessors' numerous "wisdom gene" of different characters 
existing in the landscape, we can understand and be inspired by it. And at right time 
and right place, we use them and perfect them, avoiding the modelized copy and 
longing for the produce of inspiration and wisdom. The core of "overall wisdom" is 
the twinkling like spark. And the twinkling is in consistent with the moving in the 
dissimilar landscape design, which is also the soul in landscape study. 
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